









simple and  robust   support   for  heterogeneous communications.  This   implies 
that  only  basic  controls  have   to  be  done by network  elements.  Connection 





and  more   flexible   and   adaptive.   New   algorithms   and   protocols   are   then 
proposed to address these issues, and include new configuration layers. Manual 
configuration   of   such   network   architectures   is   then   very   complex,   if   not 
impossible. We think that future core network elements will have to be more 
adaptive, but also more autonomic. Auto­configuration is indeed a necessary 
















and/or   symbolic   knowledge.   Provisioning,   computing   and   representation   of   this 




This   paper   presents   an   architecture   of   software   agents,   collaborative   and 
autonomic [FER99]. These agents are embedded inside the routers. Their role is to 






























• Observation   and   listening  units,  which   are   able   to  gather   information   about 
network elements and neighbor agents ;
• Computing units, which extract useful information from the data gathered by 
observation   units,   and   compute   a   “good”   decision   for   the   network   element 
configuration ;
• Action units, which apply actions decided by the computing units.
These   are   executed   sequentially,   in   order   to   plan   mechanisms   over   several 







Modules   are   interfaces   between   an   agent   and   its   environment.   Primitives   are 
described and behavior  units  can access   them. Development  of   these  modules   is 
strictly   separated   from   the   development   of   the   application.   It   depends   on 



























3).   In  any case,   it  can be based on IP­level  protocols   (telnet  connection,  SNMP, 
etc…).




















and  maintain   a   global   network   state   representation,   without   being   stopped   by 
scalability  problems? Building  in   real   time a unique  and centralized view of   the 
network is only possible in very small networks. On the contrary, if one accepts that 














Technically,   the agent­to­human  interface  is  not  a  crucial   interface.  However,   it’s 
necessary for a human operator to observe and influence the evolution of the system. 

















































































the state of environment  (state of  the neighbor routers).  To avoid multiple OSPF 
resets at the same time in the same neighborhood, each agent sends an “I reset!” 









sense by  its  own.  Each data   taken  into account  by  the agent   is  pre­computed  to 
compare it with previous identical data, to know if it is “particularly high”, “normally 
high”,  “surprisingly  high”,  etc… More  precisely,  each  data   is  compared with  its 
































is   the   number   of   overloaded   interfaces   at   this   instant.  We   just   consider   that, 
approximatively,   the   global   load   of   the   network   is   linked  with   the   number   of 
overloaded  interfaces.  This  hypothesis   is  not  exactly   true,  because  an overloaded 
interface can reject a huge number of packets, when two overloaded interfaces can be 
just a little bit overloaded, and reject a very few packets… However, this is not the 

























One   can   observe   on   this   example   that,   even   if   the   situation   is   stable,   not 





IP networks,  and particularly  the Internet,  are supposed  to be simple and robust. 




























order   to   enhance   our   agent  model.  We   particularly   began   to   develop   an   alarm 
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